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Abstract: This paper examines model letters declining arranged marriages exchanged be-

tween young people and their elders in Republican China. These new models deserve spe-

cial attention for creating a subtle tension in the family hierarchy during the early twentieth 

century. Notwithstanding their common purpose, model letters declining arranged mar-

riages produced by different publishers differ in format and tone. While certain model let-

ters reinforced Confucian patriarchy and positioned the elders superior to the young, other 

model letters provided the standard lines of appeal that sought to ease tensions between the 

younger and older generations as the young consciously appropriated the emergent dis-

course to legitimize their dissent. The marital negotiation thus allows us to glean insights 

into the changing dynamics of family letters under the influence of new ideals about family 

and marriage in modern China. 

 

 

n Qian Zhongshu’s 錢鍾書 (1910–1998) satiric novel Fortress Besieged (Weicheng 圍城, 

1947), the college student Fang Hongjian 方鴻漸, who has been engaged under a family ar-

rangement since high school, grows green eyed after seeing couples in love on campus and feels 

aversion to his fiancée Miss Zhou, who has quit after one year of high school to learn housekeeping 

at home in order to serve her future in-laws and husband. Fang begins thinking of how to ask his 

father to release him from this arranged marriage without infuriating him. In his first family letter 

regarding this issue, he fabricates his physical discomfort as an excuse, which requires him to sever 

this marital contract since his poor health may cause a lifetime of regret for Miss Zhou. Although 

Fang’s letter is “couched in an elegant style without incorrectly using any of the various particles 

of literary Chinese,” his father still reads his thoughts and gives him a severe scolding in reply, 

criticizing Fang for neglecting his filial duties and threatening to cut off his funds.1 As a result, 

Fang has to send a second letter immediately begging for his father’s forgiveness and reluctantly 

accepts this marriage but asks “that it be postponed until after his graduation. For one thing, it 

would interfere with his schooling; for another he was still unable to support a family and would 

not feel right about adding to his father’s responsibilities.”2 His father, nevertheless, is satisfied to 

prove his authority over his distant son in college and grants Fang’s request for the postponement. 

Sarcastic as it may sound, this scenario, which is set roughly in the late 1920s or early 1930s, 

was not entirely groundless in reality, since letters seeking to cancel or postpone marriages ar-

ranged by parents or grandparents were common family correspondence from young people in 

modern China, as evident in extant letter-writing manuals published primarily for teaching pur-

poses.3 Epistolary knowledge has long been inculcated into a general audience to meet their com-

municative needs across various cultures.4 In China, the history of model-letter collections dates 

back to at least early medieval times; these were prone to situate epistolary etiquette within broader 

social norms and were developed in a great many ways through the ages.5 The late Imperial and 
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Republican periods, in particular, witnessed an explosive growth of guides to letter writing that 

remain understudied.6 Available fictive model letters from the early Republican period (1912–

1949) invite comparisons with Qian’s novel and help present-day readers better understand why 

Fang’s first letter does not achieve his purpose while his second letter does, thereby capturing 

changing formulas for family correspondence during the crucial era of transition in modern China. 
One noticeable change is that public affairs, rarely documented in letter manuals of the Im-

perial period, entered the private sphere of personal letters between individual kin and acquaint-

ances, which continually renewed the epistolary rhetoric and complicated the art of epistolary 

communication. Formal epistolary expressions in Imperial China were largely conditioned by 

Confucian ideas of ritual propriety and social hierarchy, which were instrumental in constructing 

and maintaining a harmonious community based on kinship and family.7 A notable example of the 

Confucian influence was the rise of shuyi 書儀 in medieval China, manuals that lay down etiquette 

for letter writing and other occasions, and instruct the performance of rites through decorous 

words.8 The changing epistolary etiquette was shaped by political climates, as manifested in the 

epistolary textbooks consolidating the concept of Republican citizen.9  

The writing of family letters was also expected to follow the new fashion, so the authority of 

the older generation in some exemplars was subtly undermined as the Confucian vision of family 

was under severe attack since the late nineteenth century, especially during the New Culture Move-

ment (1915–1919). According to the Book of Rites (Liji 禮記), one of the Confucian classics, “the 

ceremony of marriage was intended to be a bond of love between two (families of different) sur-

names, with a view, in its retrospective character, to secure the services in the ancestral temple, 

and in its prospective character, to secure the continuance of the family line.”10 Traditionally, fam-

ily elders had the legal authority to make a decision regarding the marriage of young people.11 

This long-standing tradition was challenged amid the iconoclastic cultural upheaval and serious 

national crisis in modern China. Denouncing the Confucian extended family as oppressive and 

callous, the New Culture intellectuals elevated the modern notion of “free love” to a central posi-

tion and appropriated the ideal of “conjugal family” (xiao jiating 小家庭) for their personal and 

political ends.12 In their minds, marriage was more than simply a personal or family issue but a 

matter of national importance, though recent revisionist scholarship has called into question the 

radical intellectuals’ fervent denouncement of Confucianism and ahistorical assumptions about 

arranged marriage.13 In seeking to escape the strictures of the patriarchy, the young equipped them-

selves with new ideas, which they invoked in polite dissent against their elders’ wishes. Model 

letters that focused on declining arranged marriages, which has received little attention in the study 

of Chinese family history or epistolary culture, thus provide us with a window into the changing 

rhetoric of family letters and changing thinking on marriage.  

Notwithstanding their common purpose, model letters declining arranged marriages produced 

by different publishers differ in format and tone. These differences point to two major types of 

narrative based on the youths’ positions in their negotiations with their elders. Model letters depict 

the young in both disadvantaged and advantaged positions, like Fang’s two letters to his father in 

Fortress Besieged, and indicate divergent views of contemporary publishers on the family hierar-

chy. To appreciate the nuanced dynamics, this paper will situate examples of both positions within 

more general epistolary traditions by incorporating model letters of relevant topics. 
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The Young as Inheritors of Confucian Ethics 

 

Examples of family letters appeared early and frequently in household encyclopedias for daily use. 

In Comprehensive Collection for Use at Home of Indispensable Matters (Jujia biyong shilei quanji 

居家必用事類全集), an encyclopedia that dates back to the Yuan Dynasty (1271–1368) but was 

widely circulated in the Ming and Qing periods (1368–1912), there is a separate section on family 

letter templates (jiashu tongshi 家書通式) under the category of “Letters” (shujian 書簡).14 The 

genre of family letter later developed into a fundamental category in letter-writing manuals. It is 

conventionally viewed as a gateway to master epistolary skills, and constitutes a site of social 

practice that prepared individuals for their future.15 Confucian ideas played a sustained role in the 

maintenance of the patriarchal hierarchy in family letters of Imperial China.  

The expansion of moral content in letters of the late Qing and Republican eras bears some 

similarities with changes in American letter writing over a similar period. For example, authors of 

the American manuals of “familiar letters” endorsed letter writing as a new way to “inculcate the 

younger generation in the values, skills, and habits that would determine both personal character 

and social status upon adulthood.”16 Similarly, letter manuals in nineteenth-century American 

schools presented the dominant culture’s behavior codes for daily living, such as personal disci-

pline, self-sacrifice, duty, and obedience; thus “learning to write a good letter was learning to be-

come, by 19th century codes, a well-mannered person.”17  

In the very different context of nineteenth-century China, the epistolary content of family 

letters was expanded to suit the new cultural milieu and incorporate pertinent Confucian moral 

lessons. An Indispensable Reader for Letter Writing (Xiexin bidu 寫信必讀, the earliest available 

edition dated 1887), which was popular throughout the first half of the twentieth century, offers a 

model letter from a sojourning father to his son at home. It reads: 

 
My son, as you know, it has been three months since I left home. Because it is hard to 

access the postal service, [I] have not been able to send a letter home, which has been 

lingering in my mind.18 Your father [i.e., the writer] is forced to travel far away from 

home. You should be filial to your grandmother and mother. In all matters, you should 

first accept things as they are at the beginning; your daily expenditure should be frugal. 

You should pay respect to your seniors and neighbors and must keep away from licen-

tious acquaintances and gambling friends. Go to bed early and get up early. It is most 

important to keep the household safe, do not become slack, and be especially vigilant 

towards fire risks. For other matters such as food and drink and the usual pleasantries, 

you should remain attentive. You must remember my words, and do not disobey my 

instructions. 

某兒知悉，余自離家，迄今三月，以郵便難逢，無從一致家書，念念。汝父遠

違鄉井，亦非得已，爾當孝養祖母，侍奉母親。凡事必先忍耐，日用尤宜從儉。

親長鄰居，務須尊重，淫朋賭友，切勿相交。早眠早起，門戶最要小心，勿怠

勿惰，火燭更當謹慎。餘如飲食寒暄，自宜留意。切記余言，勿違是囑。19 

 

The content of the above model letter possesses a didactic tone and engages in moral cultivation. 

This father’s exhortation, as the “letters of familial admonition” examined by Antje Richter, reads 

in a similar fashion to family instructions (jiajie 家誡 or jiaxun 家訓) and testaments (yiling/yan 

遺令/言) in terms of their content by showing “Confucian in character,” in particular “the focus 

on self-cultivation and humility as well as the choice of worthy friends,” thereby contributing to 

the honor of one’s family.20  
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Model letters to family members upheld the Confucian hierarchy even after the founding of 

the Republican regime. For example, the New Letters for Republican China (Gonghe xin chidu 共

和新尺牘, dated 1913) suggests a proper letter should avoid pretentious language and make sure 

all words come from the heart; nevertheless, the diction of family letters should be adjusted ac-

cordingly: writing to elders should be reverent, which is called feng 奉; writing to brothers should 

be sincere, which is called yu 與; writing to juniors should be dignified, which is called ci 賜.21 

While moral instruction was often imparted by the elderly to younger family members, a 

reverse situation was possible in model letters written by a junior to a senior, aiming to uphold the 

Confucian family hierarchy. A sample letter to one’s eldest brother (first edition dated circa 1921), 

for example, endorses the concept of filial piety by criticizing the recipient for often disobeying 

the instructions of his “kind mother” (cimu 慈母). Two reasons are offered to support the writer’s 

criticism: for one thing, based on “the propriety of a son” (renzizhili 人子之禮), one should accord 

with his or her parents’ orders in everything rather than improperly taking the liberty to act inde-

pendently and hurting the parents’ feelings; for another, the young should not obstinately defy 

their parents’ opinions since the young are considered naïve and inexperienced while their parents 

are more circumspect and farsighted. In the case that the parents’ opinions are off the mark, the 

author insists, young people should seize the chance to explain themselves tactfully instead of 

infuriating their parents and hurting their parents’ feelings.22 

While the above letter does not specify the disobedient behavior of the recipient, I have iden-

tified one noticeable example of disobedience—declining arranged marriage—by combing 

through letter-writing manuals published in Republican China. Grand Treasury of Classified Pat-

riotic Letters (Fenlei Aiguo chidu hongbao 分類愛國尺牘鴻寶, dated 1916) offers a set of fictive 

letters between a nephew named Dunxiao 敦孝 (literally, sincere and filial) and his uncle (gufu 姑

父), the husband of his paternal aunt; it touches upon the issue of declining arranged marriages 

and implicates the power relationship based on seniority. On a recent trip to Shanghai by sea, 

Dunxiao experiences a severe windstorm and his ship sinks at midnight. He survives but makes 

use of this adventure to turn down the marriage arrangement made for him by his paternal aunt, 

citing how the potential bride must have brought him bad luck. Moreover, he claims he is too 

young to get married and should wait for another two years. He writes to his uncle to convey this 

message in the hope of obtaining his aunt’s understanding.  

This letter contains four basic components of a formal letter: 1) the opening (qishou 起首), 2) 

the compliments (gongwei 恭維), 3) the narration (xushi 敘事), 4) the closing (jiewei 結尾).23 

These are numbered in the following translation: 

1) My Venerable Uncle the Great Person in front: It has been three years since I [literally, 

your nephew] bade you farewell and returned to the South from Tianjin and was unable to 

receive your kind instructions.  

姑父大人尊前：竊姪自津沽拜別回南，不奉慈訓，於今三載。 

 

2) From afar I hope your journey is safe, your good fortune is increasing, and your wellbe-

ing is steadily advancing—this is what I am more than happy to pray for. 

遙憶旅祉安祥，升祺廸吉，曷勝忻頌。 

 

3) Here I state: I recently traveled to Shanghai for a job appointment. My ship encountered 

a severe windstorm and sank at midnight, which almost took my life. Fortunately, now I 

got away in a whole skin. I am writing to let you know and alleviate your concern. As for 
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my aunt’s marital proposal, let us forget about it. [I suspect] the potential bride’s fortune 

must be bad; otherwise, how could this mishap befall me while the marriage was under 

discussion? I am still young, so it is not too late [for me] to consider about marriage after 

one or two years. Please convey my decision to my aunt, ask her forgiveness and not to 

blame my straightforwardness. This [I consider] fortunate.  

茲稟者：姪日前赴滬就業，適值大風為災，半夜輪沉，幾喪性命。今幸安然無恙，

馳書特報，藉抒遠注。惟承姑母作伐之事，可作罷論。緣該女命必不佳，不然姪何

以甫經議及，便出門不利也？侄年尚幼，即再過一、二年議婚，亦不為遲。務祈轉

達姑母。請其恕侄伉直，勿加嗔怪。是幸。 

 

4) I respectfully send [my letter] and greetings for the autumn [to you]. Your untaught 

nephew, Liu Dunxiao, sincerely sends [this letter].24 

肅此佈上，並請秋安。愚表姪劉敦孝謹上。25 
 

While following the layout of an elegant, literary letter and correctly applying epistolary common-

places, like Fang’s first letter, Dunxiao’s letter fails to justify his refusal of the elders’ arrangement 

of his marriage.26 The “narration” part of his uncle’s reply, which declines Dunxiao’s request, is 

translated as follows: 

 
Your aunt is especially fond of you and would like to conclude a marital arrange-

ment for you in response to your parents’ request. However, you do not understand 

her careful thoughts and remain unsatisfied with her arrangement. Now science is 

booming, eclipsing the theories of geomancy and fate, but you adhere to supersti-

tious ideas and ignore your aunt’s kind consideration. Isn’t this a double mistake? 

I have no intention to intervene in your aunt’s arrangement. She is living with 

other relatives and has not returned. She said she would send another letter when 

she is back.  

汝姑母對汝感情尤厚，欲為汝締婚，以盡兄嫂之託。特何汝不解事，依然

為前憤憤。況今日科學發旺，從無關風水命運之說，而汝猶拘執迷信，不

諒親情，豈非誤而又誤。汝姑母事我本不管，現已往親戚家不回。言旋時

當另函報。27
 

 

As the reply reveals, his uncle speaks not only for Dunxiao’s aunt but also for his parents, who 

had asked his aunt for help. Therefore, by declining this arrangement, Dunxiao is also perceived 

as going against his parents’ will, thereby breaching his filial duty. Resorting to Confucian patri-

archal tenets to justify the elders’ authority, Dunxiao’s uncle criticizes his nephew, recalling the 

aforementioned younger brother who admonished his eldest brother against hurting their mother’s 

feelings, which would constitute a breach of familiar ritual propriety. The criticism from a younger 

brother also resonates with how Dunxiao’s uncle, who appears more rational, dismisses Dunxiao’s 

superstitious excuse as naïve by citing the emergent discourse of science. Like Fang’s first letter 

requesting to cancel the arranged marriage, Dunxiao’s letter lacks the acceptable justifications to 

legitimize his resistance to his family obligations, and his first letter was considered a challenge to 

his elders’ authority, which was undermined but still paramount in the deep-rooted Confucian 

family hierarchy of the day. 
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The Young as Advocates of Civil Codes 

As a means of disseminating new theories, epistolary manuals were probably no less effective than 

other print media in terms of spreading practical applications of their instructions to people, such 

as those communicative strategies used by young readers to release them from arranged marriages. 

The contemporary rhetoric of resisting the intervention of senior family members in young peo-

ple’s decisions about marriage was developed in tandem with the prevailing discourse of banning 

“early marriage” (zaohun 早婚). The official regulations of the marital age existed throughout 

Chinese history, but it was not until the twentieth century that issues of early marriage caused 

considerable controversy.28 In his far-reaching essay Debates on Banning Early Marriage (Jin 

zaohun yi 禁早婚議, 1902), Liang Qichao 梁啟超 (1873–1929) categorized the detriments of early 

marriage according to five components of individual and public well-being: 1) physical health, 2) 

reproduction, 3) national education, 4) personal academic pursuit, and 5) national and household 

economy.29 Liang deemed early marriage to be an institution that would cause excessive sensual 

pleasure and therefore responsible for the Chinese’s lack of vitality, bravery, and fortitude.30 

Liang’s criticism of early marriage reflects the liberal nationalist orientation that imagined, 

planned, and designed the “advanced” and “modern” nation-state in early twentieth-century 

China.31 While the view that Liang “started” the discourse against early marriage, as some con-

clude, is not accurate, Liang’s essay was likely the most influential.32 In many articles published 

during the first decades of the twentieth century, subsequent writers frequently revisited these 

themes, either by reinforcing or questioning them.33  

A review of various reasons for declining or postponing marriage in model letters suggests 

their correlation with Liang Qichao’s criticism of early marriage.34 The earliest extant example 

(dated 1907) of a text invoking the harm of early marriage was published by the Commercial Press 

(Shangwu yinshuguan 商務印書館).35 The most comprehensive example in my collection was 

published by the Chinese Press (Zhonghua shuju 中華書局), New Letters in Vernacular Chinese 

(Yuti xin chidu 語體新尺牘, dated 1935), which covers four detriments discussed by Liang, but 

omits the one concerning the poor early education provided by ignorant young parents.36 An older 

brother, Maoru 茂如, cautions his younger brother, Zhuoru 卓如 (who is mocked as “not old but 

so eager to have a grandson”), against the harm of arranging a marriage for his only son Lan 蘭 

too early. In arranging a marriage in accordance with the Confucian idea that “men are born with 

the wish to have a family,” there are four issues to consider.37 First, young men and women should 

reach marriageable age; otherwise, the timing will not be right, and they will not have adequate 

knowledge of love and sex, which would be harmful to both men and women since they would not 

be able to control their sexual desire. Second, the bodies of the young should be completely mature; 

otherwise, they will not have sufficient stamina to engage in the sudden experience of sexual ac-

tivities following their marriage, which would affect their lifespan and the strength of their chil-

dren. Third, the young should be academically accomplished; otherwise, they may indulge too 

much in the “land of warmth and tenderness” (wenrou xiang 溫柔鄉)—a seductive realm—after 

they marry, and it would therefore be very difficult for them to make any academic progress. 

Fourth, the young should be economically independent; otherwise, it will be difficult for them to 

make ends meet after marriage. Even if their father and brothers are of means, the young cannot 

rely on them forever. Maoru gently criticizes Zhuoru for being too eager and persuades him to 

delay the marriage of Lan, who is only eighteen years old and has not yet graduated from high 
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school. Although Maoru is sympathetic with Zhuoru about having a grandson to carry on the fam-

ily line, which compelled Zhuoru to arrange a marriage for Lan, Maoru warns that an early mar-

riage would hurt Lan eventually and suggests that he defer it for two years.  

Apart from the emergent intellectual orientation, the profound changes in the lives of the 

young in early twentieth-century China also provide contexts to understand the reasons against 

arranged marriages. In his book tracing the life of Chinese students (mostly males) from 1890 to 

1920, Jon Saari demonstrates that young students faced the dilemma of negotiating between their 

independent individual consciousness and their traditional family obligations.38 Since students 

were away from home for further schooling, they were released into a peer group in a nontradi-

tional urban setting. Some upper-class students sought to escape their family’s control, and they 

were considered to be “patrician rebels” armed with new ideas emphasizing the individual and the 

nation as the most significant matrix of social life. They challenged the old family system with a 

revolutionary consciousness motivated by progressive books and peer contacts outside the family. 

Young students who were able to receive civic education and citizenship training came to observe 

a new “civic ritual”: a “symbolic collective performance that organizes social and political rela-

tionships, produces cultural patterns, and serves as a context for negotiating social power.”39 The 

idea of declining early marriage, an outcome of civic education, can be regarded as a type of civic 

ritual. The new civic ritual, different from Confucian rituals, reshaped the minds and behaviors of 

young students. Both marriage and career choices were regarded not merely as personal issues but 

also as matters of national import. Some students, inculcated with the new ideas of civic education 

and citizenship, determined to prioritize their academic studies and careers over marriage arranged 

by their family. Many model letters utilize the reforming discourse and civil codes to bolster the 

young in their negotiations with elders in their family.  

Model letters for both men and women apply similar reasons for declining a marriage, such 

as not having completed one’s academic studies and established one’s own career, to teach the 

young how to decline marital engagements. The repetitive occurrences of such reasoning indicate 

their importance as rhetoric in letter writing, whether the young agree to the engagement or not. 

Two models from popular letter manuals, first edition dated 1920 and 1921, are translated as below:  

My Father the Great Person for your kind reading 父親大人慈鑒： 

I have received and read your serious instructions. I know with respect that you, [Father] 

the Great Person, love me [literally, this boy] very much and would like me to get engaged 

to the lady from a certain family. Our family backgrounds are certainly similar, and this 

lady’s virtue and learning are said to be well known. I have never disregarded this engage-

ment as a fortunate opportunity.  

接讀嚴諭，敬悉大人愛男心切，欲為男定婚於某家，彼此家世，固屬相當。某氏女

德性學問，聞亦可觀，男固未嘗不引為幸事。 

 

However, for a matter like marriage, one should not undertake it until he becomes inde-

pendent from his family. Otherwise, if he still relies on others, how is he able to take good 

care of his wife and children? I am not twenty years old and haven’t finished my studies 

yet. At this moment, my most urgent task is to seize the time for learning and to foster my 

morality. This is not yet the time to get married. 

但家室之事，須俟自立有餘然後行之。否則自身尚須依賴他人，有何能力顧其妻子

耶？男年未及冠，學亦未成，以目前論，正宜及時力學，增進德性，卜婚之事，尚

非其時。 
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Moreover, the lady from a certain family is already grown up. If we were to be engaged, it 

would hardly be possible for her to wait for a long time [to consummate the marriage]. I 

hope you, [Father] the Great Person, can go to decline this marriage. After I accomplish 

my academic goals and grow mature enough to establish myself, it is still not too late to 

think about it.  

況某氏女，年已長大，定婚之後，萬難久待。望大人即往婉言卻之，俟男學業成就

，年齡長大，足以自立，再言婚事，未為晚也。 

 

I reply in a respectful manner and wish you good health. This boy So-and-so sincerely 

reports.  
肅覆，敬請鈞安。男某某謹稟。40 
 

My Uncle the Great Person for your valuable reading 伯父大人鈞鑒： 

I have just read your handwritten instructions and felt honored by your consideration re-

garding the fact that I [literally, your niece] am fifteen years old and thus should be be-

trothed immediately according to conventions. You love me more than words can express, 

for which I am very grateful. As for Mr. Chen, who is now available, you mention that the 

property of his family reaches more than one hundred thousand. If I married into his family, 

there would be no need to worry about clothing and food for the rest of my life. 

刻誦手諭，敬悉大人以姪女年屆及笄，按女大當嫁之旨，急應擇配。愛我之忱，溢

於言表，感何能已。但大人所謂現已物色得陳家公子，家産有十餘萬之鉅云云。姪

女得歸陳家，固屬一生不愁衣食。 

 

However, my lifetime pursuit is not gold; moreover, I am a student and have not yet grad-

uated. Now it is not yet the time for marriage.  

然姪女生平立志，不在黃金，況在校讀書，又未畢業。締婚聯姻，尚非其時。 

 

If we were to be engaged, the formal wedding ceremony ought to be postponed until I am 

twenty years old. Early marriage is harmful to both men and women, which I am acutely 

aware of. 

即慾舉行，非至二十歲以外不可。男女早婚，有害無利，姪女固知之有素也。 

 

I am taking the liberty of writing to you in the hope of obtaining your forgiveness, which 

[I consider] fortunate. I reply in a humble manner and wish you good health. Your niece 

Peihua sincerely sends [this letter], February 4th. 

冒昧上陳，諸乞鑒諒為幸。耑此奉復，敬請鈞安。姪女佩華謹上，二月四日。41 

 

These two letters follow the same protocol: first, while the assumed letter writers firmly decline 

an early marriage arranged by their seniors, they unanimously express their reverence or gratitude 

at the beginning of the letters, as a way to confirm the elders’ authority and to better achieve their 

purposes; second, they depict students who are worried about being distracted from their pursuit 

of academic progress and their preference to prioritize their success in studies before graduating 

from school; third, they further touch upon marital expectations—models for men tend to cancel 

the arrangement while models for women tend to postpone the arrangement. They are both from 

letter manuals published by the World Press (Shijie shuju 世界書局), a Republican center of letter 

manuals that reprinted certain titles more than two hundred times.42  
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The latter example from the fictional correspondent Peihua was constantly adapted by other 

publishers with minor differences and accompanied by additional instructional content. One ex-

ample is followed by a notice, reminding the reader that disagreement with the proposals of their 

seniors should be expressed in a respectful and polite manner.43 Another example from the late 

Republican period is followed by a reply from the uncle, the core of which is translated as below: 

 
As for the marriage, you have your own plan and others should not intervene. I 

[literally, the untaught] will help you achieve your aim. You can make your own 

decision [on your marriage] in the future. I hope you work hard at school, and do 

not let your parents down. This is my instruction. 

關於婚姻事，汝既有志，不能相強，愚當成就汝之志願，他日由汝自決可

也。望汝在校勤奮攻讀，毋負汝父母之期望為囑。44 

 

Unlike the aforementioned uncle of Dunxiao, who scolds his nephew for his superstitious excuses, 

Peihua’s uncle replies with understanding and encouragement, which suggests model letters for 

family correspondence underwent significant changes in accordance with the new ethos. Model 

letters not only provided legitimate reasons for young people who wanted to pursue their academic 

studies but also offered an excuse for those who intended to escape from their elders’ intervention 

in their decisions about marriage while still maintaining proper relations. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Family correspondence was an important and common element of letter-writing manuals, and they 

communicated Confucian ritual practice and ethical norms throughout Chinese history. Modern 

China witnessed a gradual transformation in epistolary models from reflecting norms and values 

of Confucian patriarchy to the ideal of the free love and conjugal marriage, as seen in model letters 

by young writers to family members that sought to postpone or cancel arranged marriages. 

As seen in Fang’s letters in Fortress Besieged, both personal excuses and public-spirited jus-

tifications existed in contemporary model letters, which bespeak nuanced dynamics between the 

older and younger generations. If young correspondents were in disadvantaged positions, they 

were supposed to assent to their elders’ authority in knowledge and experience, and the elders were 

considered superior to the young. If young correspondents were in an advantaged position, they 

were taught to tactfully decline elders’ marital arrangements by providing tenable reasons regard-

ing the harm of early marriage. The most popular models notably provided the standard lines of 

appeal that sought to ease tensions between the younger and older generations as the young con-

sciously appropriated the emergent discourse to legitimize their dissent. This forceful yet subtle 

dissent in the 1920s reflects different threads of ongoing social reforms. Specifically, it uncovers 

the highly fluid nature of epistolary knowledge in accommodating new ideas with the traditional 

Confucian tenet that instructs the young to comply with their elders’ wishes. These model letters 

offered reform-minded young students a decorous communicative strategy to release them from 

arranged marriages and provide us a window into the changing formulas of family correspondence 

in modern China. 
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